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I enjoyed the presentations at the NRC on April 15, 2004 and had forward this information to the
presenters above. I have comments and questions that should be consider on further revisions of 10
CFR Part 71.73, DG*7003, and DG*7004. Any insight from you would be helpful. Please consider these
concepts in your next meetings.

10 CFR Part 71.73

Fissile low density package crush testing requirements were originally set for a standard 55*gallon drum
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which is around 35" tall. The 1 0CFR71 .73(c)(2) defines a crush plate that is 40" by 40" with no edge
preparation that weighs 1100 lb. This 40" square plate (1 600-inA2) is used to generate a Full Body Side
Crush for this standard package with over 2" of clearance on the ends.

What are the rules for crush testing? Especially if the package is 44" tall what type of crush test is
supposed to happen? If the 40" square plate is used with the edges parallel to the drum will not perform
the Full Body Side Crush test, is it acceptable to rotate the crush plate in the horizontal plane the 40"
square plate to be 45 degrees to the drum axis? This would generate an axial length of about 56" on the
center axis to create mostly a Full Body Side Crush.

If no horizontal plane rotation is allowed, the 40" square plate will cleave both the lid and bottom of the
drum over pack. This tearing action on the outer skin is tested using the 71.71 (c)(1 0) Penetration and
71.73(c)(3) Puncture test and should not be a 30*ft drop Partial Side Crush test. If the 40" square plate is
to be used for a Partial Side Crush or cleaving test on a 44" tall package can the plate's edges be dressed
with an edge radius, if so what is it? The 71.73(c) (3) Puncture test uses a 6" diameter solid punch with a
.25" corner radius.

Other possible options are to reshape the 1600-inA2 area to better fit the packages being tested on the
Full Body Side Crush only. Like, (1600 1(44+6) = 32) therefore a 32" by 50" plate or a 45" diameter circle
(1 600-inA2) would generate the same test area as seen on the standard drums sizes. Are these methods
of crush testing also acceptable to obtain a Full Body Side Crush test?

It would be clearer and more helpful during an SAR review process to better define what a crush test
should be. The current 1 OCFR71 .73(c) language calls for a worst case drop, followed by a worst case
crush orientation. Since the current crush plate length is smaller than the length of the package, this test
will not be a Full Body Side Crush unless horizontally rotated as stated above. Since the crush test is a
Partial Side Crush test then some of the reviewers request that the crush plate CG be centered over the
containment vessel's O*rings. Is this the type of crush testing that the NRC was expecting when the rule
was written?

I request that additional language be added to 71.73(c)(2) to better define an acceptable crush test, either
Full Body Side Crush or Partial Side Crush. In 71.73(c)(2) Crush tests in the orientation that places the
71 .73(c)(1) 30*ft free drop damage down on the flat, essentially an unyielding, horizontal surface.

10 CFR Part 71.73 and DG*7003

Y*12 normally performs and evaluates the 30*ft free drops in the following orientations End, Side, Corner,
and Oblique per DG*7003. The problem is that 1 OCFR71.73(a) "hypothetical accident condition is to be
based on sequential application of the tests specified in this section." This causes our reviewers to want a
worst case crush to be applied after the worst case free drop test. Therefore, each of the following 30*ft
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drop and crush test sequences will be conducted: End Drop & End Crush; Corner Drop & Corner Crush;
Side Drop & Side Crush; and the Oblique Drop & Side Crush (hard to define and perform an oblique
crush). Following this logic, section 2.7.2 on Crush testing should also be expanded to match section
2.7.1 Free Drop testing.

DG*7004

DOEINNSANBWXT Y*12 will become an applicant and licensees of the NRC for certified shipping
packages when the 6M package certification expires. Currently DOE/AL PCD approves our Quality
Assurance Plan (QAP) for DOEINNSA packages. When and how does the NRC implement the plan to
require an NRC issued Quality Assurance Program Approval? Is one needed to cover all prototype
design, manufacturing, and testing? It is obvious that an NRC issued Quality Assurance Program
Approval is required before DOE/NNSA/BWXT.Y*12 can receive an SAR approval and shipping
certificate?

The NRC requires the submission of a QAP to the NRC for approval each five years. What is the time
required to receive a technical review and a determination by the NRC? I think that we may need to
schedule one soon if it is a requirement, we plan on submitting an SAR in Oct*2004.

Thank You for your help.

"Jerry Gerald A. Byington

Mechanical Design Engineer, P.E.

BWXT Y-12 L.L.C.

Bear Creek Road

P.O. Box 2009, MS-8201

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8201

Phone: (865) 574-2140

Fax: (865) 574-5458

E-mail: <mailto:gab @yl 2.doe.gov> gab yl2.doe.gov
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CC: <NLO~nrc.gov>, <dwpl @nrc.gov>, <jjponrc.gov>, "Sooter, Dennis Paul (SOT)"
<sooterdp @ yl 2.doe.gov>
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